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apparatuses 10A, 10B and 10C storing an analysis procedure 
of CAE analysis as a program are connected to a management 
apparatus 20 managing a state of progress of CAE analysis 
via a communication netWork N. The management apparatus 
20 generates progress management information in Which an 
analysis task of CAE analysis is divided into a plurality of 
steps and transmits the progress management information to 
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management apparatus 20 progress state information of 
analysis task for one or a plurality of steps allocated to the 
terminal apparatus at a predetermined timing in accordance 
With the received progress management information. The 
management apparatus 20 uniformly manages a progress 
state of CAE analysis task performed by the terminal appa 
ratuses 10A, 10B and 10C in association With each other by 
aggregating the progress state information transmitted from 
the terminal apparatuses 10A, 10B and 10C. 
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FIG.17 
10A 20 

(1 lstart of task H - Operator's name. date and time. 
H H J: ‘ analysis type etc. is transmitted to 

operator :> manager manager upon start of task. 
w===r' w_--—_—=:r‘ 

(2) Star-t of - Information that helps understanding 
Step 1 H H H H operators state such as start date and 

time. task name estimated man-hour, r :1 > mana er ope ator g and scheduled end time is transmitted 
=’ ‘='" upon start of step 1. 

(3) end of - Information that helps understanding 
Step 1 H H H H how operator has used man-hour such 

‘ ‘ as end date and time. task name. 
r [:11 > man er _ ope ator ag estimated man-hour. actual man-hour. 

‘==' ‘=' and deviation from scheduled end time 

is transmitted upon end of step 1 . 

(4) step 2: no - Progress confirmation is not made in 
transmission H H H H step 2 and task rs continued. 

operator manager 

‘=1:-I 

(5) interruption - Task is interrupted in midway of step 
in midway H H H H 3. Information at the time of 

interruption is sent to manager upon 
:1: > man er of Step 3 operator ag interruption. Interruption information is 

‘=‘ C: maintained in operator's apparatus as 

__________ __v_re"-____ __ _ _______ 

(6) man_hour - When scheduled man-hour is 
exceeded H H H H exceeded in midway of step 4. 

‘ information is sent to manager notifying 
~ r mana er In step 4 °°erat° ':> g that task has not been ended. 

(7) end of task _' Whenentrre task is ended. _ 
H H ‘ H H information such as start date and time. 

end time, difference from estimated :1: > man er Operator ag man-hour. and end time of each step is 
transmitted to manager. 
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' Model A analysis operator's information loac?ng point setting end time [1 031 8]. estimated 
man-hour [0.26]. scheduled and time [10:15]. difference from estimated man-hour [005]. 
step completion degree [0.5] 

- Model A analysis. operator's information load value setting start time [1018]. 
estimated man-hour [0.15]. scheduled and time [102?]. step completion degree [0.5] 

- Model A analysis operator's information. load value setting end time [1024]. estimated 
man-hour [0.15]. scheduled end time [1027]. difference from estimated man-hour [00]. step 
completion degree [0.8] 

- Model A analysis operator's information. pressure surface setting start time [1024]. 
estimated man-hour [0.05]. scheduled end time [1 027]. step 
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- Model A analysis operator's information. pressure value setting start time [1 0127]. 
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